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Introduction
You like high-stakes poker... and you like hot young pussy. Of course your dick wants to see pornstars
playing strip poker on this one of a kind website! The bad news is Party Girl Poker is a small site, the
good news is that its growing and the quality of the content is excellent. If they add a poker system to
their site and increase the amount of video content they offer this could be a real winner of a porn site.

Adult Review
With the explosion of interest involving high-stakes card tournaments in recent years, it was only a matter of time before
someone put together the porn version of it all. Party Girl Poker attempts to mix the card playing excitement of the no-limit
hold'em tournaments you see on television with the no-holes-barred excitement you see on porn sites when the girls are really
into the action.
  
  In some ways the site idea is a great one, it gives a real back-story to all the action without any boring scripts. However,
porn stars aren't the brightest people in the world so some of their "strategy" is sure to make real card players wince...
especially when they start explaining why they chose to raise or whatever.
  
  The Party Girl Poker site is relatively new but growing at a good pace. Right now there is one entire tournament available in
the archives segmented in 19 scenes and well worth watching for laughs and erotic reasons. With some more updates the site
may become well worth buying.
  
  Plenty of bonus content feeds are available to help round-out the collection, though an online poker room for members to be
able to play cards with each other would be a very nice addition for sure. If you are half in the mood for sex, and half in the
mood to gamble.... Party Girl Poker is the place to do some of each.

Porn Summary
The producers of this site do deserve a lot of credit for trying to do something new and interesting. They could have just made
another porn site... instead they made Party Girl Poker and for seasoned porn fans, that kind or originality is enough to hold
your interest for one full month at least.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These Queens become Aces when their clothes are gone'
Quality: 88  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 82
Support: 83 Unique: 95    Taste: 81        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Lesbian, Reality

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 19
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